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ABSTRACT

A fast, reproducible, completely automatic and rather accurate way of quantitative
determination of fluorescent microbial plankton is shown. in addition to the question
about the organization of an image analyser, which should nearly work without any
human inten/ention, some essential effects on enumeration and sizing of fluorescent
cells are treated. Fine tuning between adjustment of the optical environment (camera
intensity, dye concentration, focus level, magnification) and image interpretation
algorithms as well as an object adapted application of image segmentation techniques
(edge detection) are necessary. The edge detector should be able to separate
adjacent objects on the basis of significant grey level distributions and changes within
local image areas. Sources of error mainly caused by limited image resolution are
made more transparent, whereby it is easier for the user to judge results of image
analysis in epifluorescence microscopy.
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MOTIVATION AND SYSTEM ORGANIZATION

Seasonal variation in bacterial biomass plays an important part in the food web of the
ecosystem “water”. With the intention of monitoring growth and distribution of microbi-
al plankton as continuous as possible, fast, accurate and reproducible evaluation
methods are of interest. On the part of sample preparation staining bacterioplankton
with fluorescent dye (DAPI or acridine orange) for counting and sizing cells with
epifluorescence microscopy has become a favourite technique. But human direct
counting does not sufficiently provide detailed quantitative and qualitative informations
about a sample. Errors caused by fading and intuitive human sizing can be avoided
by the application of computer supported image analysis systems. Video techniques
advancing an increased automatic approach of image analysis has been developed
during the last years (Fry, 1988, Sieracki et al., 1989, David and Paul, 1989, Kram-
beck et al., 1990, Schroder et al. 1990).
With the intention to speed up the daily routine of bacterial biomass determination the
processes "microscoping" and "analysis" of sample pictures are separately executed.
During microscoping the user randomly selects different sample fields (three to five














